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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
 
 
1.1 It is impossible for an organisation, whether it be a public or a private 

body, to achieve effective governance without an awareness of the 
risks and opportunities it faces in striving to achieve its strategic and 
operational objectives. 

 
1.2 While recognising that the Council has to deliver services in an 

increasingly risk-averse society, risk management is regarded as a tool 
for maximising opportunities as well as safeguarding against potential 
threats.  

 
1.3 Ensuring effective risk management offers a number of benefits. It 

provides a means of securing and improving strategic, operational and 
service performance and financial management. It can also help to 
minimise loss events, which might result in financial losses, service 
disruption, bad publicity, threats to public health or claims for 
compensation. 

 
1.4 An effective strategy is needed to manage those risks and to capitalise 

on the opportunities. There is a strong and direct link between the 
effectiveness of the Council’s risk management procedures and its 
overall performance. 

 
1.5 The profile and engagement in risk management continues to grow in 

importance within Stockton and the discipline is now fully integrated 
into the service policy making, financial planning and management 
processes of the Council. Also, there is increasing evidence of the 
contribution that the programme is making to the achievement of 
corporate objectives, the delivery of innovative projects, targeting of 
resources and improvement in service delivery.  

 
1.6 The substantial progress made in these areas is evidenced by the 

Council having achieved the highest level rating possible in all 5 
themes of the Audit Commission’s Use of Resources Auditor 
Judgements issued in December 2007 and, in its Comprehensive 
Performance Assessment and Joint Area Review results published in 
April 2008.  

 
1.7 This third Risk Management Annual Report provides details of risk 

management activity that has taken place over the last 12 months. It 
goes on to outline risk management policies and practices now in place 
and the key issues that will be addressed in the present financial year. 

 



1.8 Also included is the latest version of the Corporate Risk Register with 
amendments made over the final quarter of the year ending 31st March 
2008.  

 



 
 
2. THE APPROACH TO RISK MANAGEMENT IN 

STOCKTON 
 
 
2.1 As an organisation concerned with service provision and economic 

development of the Borough it is essential that the risks to achieving 
our objectives be managed so that we have the confidence to make 
decisions with less chance of unwanted surprises. 

 
2.2 By effectively managing our risks and the threats and opportunities 

which flow from them we will be in a stronger position to deliver our 
business objectives, provide improved services, enjoy better 
relationships with stakeholder groups and, achieve better value for 
money. 

 
2.3 Risk Management is therefore at the heart of what we do. The 

Council’s approach to risk management aims to be forward looking, 
innovative, comprehensive and demonstrate leadership within the 
community. It also aims to support a culture which encourages 
continuous improvement and development with appetite for risk taking 
at all levels supported by well thought through decision making. 

 
2.4 The methodologies for achieving this provide for a systematic and 

consistent approach to identifying corporate responsibility risks and 
opportunities, reviewing existing controls, setting associated objectives 
and targets for further risk reduction where possible and, determining 
appropriate time-bound actions to meet goals and improve 
performance.  

 
2.5 This strategy underpins our approach to risk management both 

internally and within the wider environment in which the Council 
functions along with the framework for ensuring that risk management 
is truly embedded. 

 
 

 
 



 
 
3. PROGRESS DURING 2007/8 
 
 
3.1 In order to place the following commentary on progress during 2007/8 

into context, readers are reminded of the background to the Council’s 
risk management procedures as follows: 

 
3.2 In 2002 the Stockton’s approach to risk management was radically 

revised. The framework and strategy were enhanced and updated and 
resulted in the development of a practical guide to the management of 
risks and opportunities – ‘Guidance for Strategic Risk Identification and 
Assessment’. 
 

3.3 The risk management strategy and procedures have been kept under 
regular review subsequently to ensure that they are fit for purpose, 
reflect the business needs of the authority, and remain challenging and 
responsive to Government direction and requirements. 
 

3.4 Strategic risk is concerned with the management of risks to the 
achievement of strategic (business) objectives. The management of 
operational risk is dealt with primarily in directorates and concerns the 
management of day-to-day risks, including the likes of health and 
safety, professional, human resources, business continuity and 
environmental risk exposures. These are addressed by the relevant 
corporate and directorate specific policies and training. 
 

3.5 Each directorate/business unit completes a quarterly risk return which 
provides details of the changes to their risk register over the previous 
three months and feeds into the Corporate Risk Register. The 
Corporate Risk Manager and his team then work with risk owners 
where further input and advice are required prior to review by the Risk 
Action and Corporate Governance Groups. 
 

3.6 The Corporate Risk Register (CRR) records the Council’s most 
significant risks and opportunities relating to the achievement of its 
objectives, and every risk/opportunity is allocated to a particular owner 
or individuals who is/are responsible for reviewing the risk and controls 
on a quarterly basis in conjunction with their Service Group 
Management Team. 
    

3.7 The Corporate Management Team (CMT) also continues to play a 
significant role in the risk management process by undertaking its own 
quarterly objective review of the CRR before submission to the Audit 
Committee for final approval and reporting on to full Council. 

 
 
 



3.8 The positive progress in risk management activities during 2007/08 has 
included:- 

 
3.9 External Assessments - The revised CPA Use of Resources ‘harder 

test’ framework introduced in 2005 raised the standard significantly in 
terms of strategic risk management requirements. Nevertheless, the 
Audit Commission acknowledged that the Council’s systems of risk 
management were well developed and embedded, and in 2006/7 the 
annual assessment score in this area was maintained at its former level 
of 3/4. 
 

3.10 In 2007/8 the Council has continued to meet the risk management 
requirements of the Use of Resources Key Lines of Enquiry Level 3, 
whilst further strengthening its position in readiness for the CPA and 
Corporate Assessment and improving progress against the criteria for 
Level 4.  
 

3.11 This approach has been successful and the latest Use of Resources 
Auditor Judgements and results of the Corporate Assessment and 
Comprehensive Performance Assessment (CPA) announced in late 
2007/early 2008 reflect the high standard and effectiveness of risk 
management in the Council’s business processes. These contributed to 
the top scores awarded against all 5 themes of the former, and to the 4 
star – excellent ratings achieved in the two latter mentioned 
inspections. 
 

3.12 Improving the framework for identifying and managing risk across 
the authority - Formerly spreadsheets were used to maintain the 
Corporate Risk Register and the associated management action plans. 
Over the course of the year data has been progressively migrated from 
these into the Council’s computerised risk profiling system, MKInsight.  

 
3.13 The continued development of electronic risk registers will further 

improve the effective and efficient recording, presentation and review of 
risks in the future, together with a robust identification of mitigating 
controls and of those responsible for them. Furthermore, the 
application will ultimately lead to closer integration of risk and audit 
management functions across the authority. 
 

3.14 Some work in this area has already commenced and Risk Management 
officers will continue to work closely with colleagues in Internal Audit, 
advising where risks have poor or little controls so that an audit can be 
carried out if necessary. This is reciprocated and where risks are 
identified as part of an audit review, we will work together on 
improvement. 
 

3.15 Continuing the development of risk reporting & monitoring 
processes and strengthening risk management arrangements at 
the operational level of the authority - As the Council’s risk 
management culture has evolved and been progressively enhanced 



becoming more fully embedded, a greater degree of sophistication of 
measuring consistency has been possible. This led to a corporate risk 
management exercise in early 2008 involving all Service Group 
Management Teams to examine the situation in more detail.    
 

3.16 The outcomes were reviewed by the Extended Management Team 
(EMT) and an improvement action plan has been drawn up aimed at 
achieving a greater degree of uniformity and consistency of approach 
in the future. This is to be monitored by EMT at bi-annual meetings in 
2008/9.  

 
3.17 Actively responding to the Civil Contingencies Act - Together with 

other local authorities in the region and the emergency services, the 
Council is a member of the Cleveland Local Resilience Forum. These 
organisations are termed Category 1 Responders and work alongside 
other elements of the multi-agency planning framework. They are 
tasked to ensure that there is an appropriate level of preparedness for 
an effective, integrated response to serious or major civil incidents, 
emergencies or disasters that may have a significant impact upon 
communities in the Tees Valley region. 
 

3.18 The Corporate Risk and Insurance Manager represents Stockton on 
the Local Resilience Risk Assessment Working Group, which is 
responsible for undertaking assessments of specific community risk 
vulnerabilities. These are assimilated into the Community Risk Register 
and used also for the purposes of developing action plans to control 
and minimise the identified risk exposures.  
 

3.19 The work also involves liaising closely with Stockton’s Emergency 
Planning Officer and Service Managers to ensure that the Council has 
appropriate contingency arrangements in place to properly fulfil its 
statutory responsibilities. 
 

3.20 The first draft of the Community Risk Register was completed in 2005/6 
and is supported by detailed individual risk sub-category assessments. 
The document is regularly reviewed, updated and added to, and can 
now be viewed on the Cleveland Emergency Planning website. 

 
3.21 Benchmarking with other public sector organisations - The Council 

is continuing to work with a focus group formed by the North East 
Region of ALARM (Association of Local Authority Risk Managers) to 
benchmark performance against neighbouring local authorities and 
other public sector bodies in the following areas: 

 
• Risk Management Strategy 
• Elected Member Involvement 
• Corporate Governance 
• Risk Identification 
• Consultation 
• Communication 



3.22 Comparisons of this nature are a requirement of the Code of Audit 
Practice for the Comprehensive Performance Assessment. The survey 
is also intended to assist the respondents in identifying best practice 
and thereby advance initiatives within their own organisation, whilst 
measuring their risk management performance relative to other similar 
authorities. 
 

3.23 This exercise is undertaken annually and on this occasion seven 
authorities participated. The results of the previous and latest surveys 
are shown in Appendix A of the report. 
 

3.24 Risk Management Services Customer Satisfaction Survey - Each 
year the Risk Management Section also undertakes an annual survey 
of client departments across the Council to obtain feedback on their 
level of satisfaction with the services provided. This is based upon 
responses to a questionnaire covering 18 elements of the service 
which are rated on a range of scores between 1 and 5. The current 
target level of achievement is 4 and this has again been exceeded as 
shown in the latest results included at Appendix A of the report. 

 
Other on-going strategic and operational activities include: 
 
3.25 Partnership and Project Management Risks - Further improvement 

of the corporate approach to obtain assurance that significant 
partnership and the Council’s major project risks are identified and 
reviewed using the associated guidance toolkits and well-established 
risk management procedures. 
 

3.26 Annual Assurance Statements - Seeking confirmation in Senior 
Manager’s Annual Assurance Statements that processes are in place 
to ensure that controls identified to support the positioning of risks in 
their risk registers are working effectively. 
 

3.27 Building Schools for the Future - As this major project area for the 
authority gains momentum, the Corporate Risk and Insurance Manager 
is continuing to work closely with the Project Team to provide advice 
and guidance with the identification, consideration and allocation of 
risks associated with all relevant strategic issues from the Strategy for 
Change onwards 

 
3.28 Business Continuity Plans have now been developed for all of the 

Council’s key services and the overall BCP for the authority is also well 
advanced, with some pilot testing having been completed in 2007/8. 
Progress is being monitored through the Policy Officers’ Group and 
operational links have been established between it and the Risk Action 
Group. 

 
3.29 Flu Pandemic – The risk from a pandemic flu outbreak is now being 

managed as a corporate risk and strategies are in place in the event of 



an occurrence. Links are being established with the Primary Care Trust 
and with other key partners such as the Health Protection Agency 

 
3.30 Training and Support - Plans for development of an electronic self-

tuition (e-learning) module aimed at widening awareness of the 
principles and benefits of risk management have met with a number of 
set-backs. The initiative is to be resurrected in the current year and it is 
intended that this will ultimately be available to both members and staff 
via a web-browser link from the intranet. 
 

3.31 In 2006 Member training was further augmented by the issue of the 
Risk Management Guidance Notes for Elected Members and the 
Guidance for Elected Members Appointed to Joint/Outside Bodies. 
There has also been more focused training for those members 
appointed to the Audit Committee, and comprehensive support material 
is available from the Council’s intranet site. A review of training needs 
is underway and it may be appropriate for recently appointed and 
certain other members to attend some form of awareness training in 
order to demonstrate that we are ensuring their skills and knowledge is 
at a suitable level. 
 

3.32 Evaluations from the quarterly Managing Risk and Opportunity training 
courses for Council officers are set out in Appendix A of the report. 
These training days are to be delivered again throughout 2008/9. 

 
3.33 Continued good work and achievements in developing risk solutions 

through operational risk management including the following: 
 
-  Sprinkler installations in all new-build schools 
-  Automatic fire alarm systems in most schools linked to the Council’s 

own Security & Surveillance Centre 
-  Fire alarm testing and record log systems in place 
-  Data projectors security protection schemes 
-  Regular risk surveys of all schools, administration, industrial and 

leisure buildings 
-  Legionella, gas appliance and asbestos survey programmes 
-  Portable Appliance Testing, lift, hoists and engineering plant and 

equipment inspections 
-  Highly commended highways management and inspection service 
-  Inspection systems include trees, pathways and parks 
-  70 – 80% successful repudiation rate on highway claims 
-  Ongoing risk assessment programme for leisure centres, parks, 

playgrounds, cemeteries and open spaces 
- Extensive CRB check system in place across the authority 
- Display Screen Equipment training and assessment procedures 
- Employee rehabilitation scheme and absence reporting system with 

links to the Insurance Section and Health & Safety Unit 
- In-house driver training courses/driver ability assessment scheme   
- Comprehensive driver document checks 
- In-house planned vehicle maintenance schedules 



 
 
4. KEY ISSUES FOR 2008/9 
 
 
4.1 Taking on board the authority’s own assessment of its risk management 

arrangements, progress against the action plan, CPA best practice 
guidelines, and preparations for the introduction of Comprehensive Area 
Assessments, then work will be focused in the following areas in 
2008/9: 

 
4.2 Comprehensive Area Assessment (CAA) - The CAA will replace the 

Comprehensive Performance Assessment (CPA) and is to be 
implemented in full from April 2009. This new regime will be based on a 
combination of risk assessment, largely risk-triggered inspection, and 
audit. Children’s Services Joint area Reviews (JAR) and Annual 
Performance assessments (APA), and social care star ratings will not 
continue beyond March 2009.  
 

4.3 The locality based risk assessment included within the CAA will be part 
of the information to be published annually and it will cover risk related 
to outcomes, services and organisations in the area and the extent to 
which these risks are being effectively managed as opposed to the 
current focus on the Council’s performance delivery in the CPA. 

 
4.4 The approach to risk is likely to be different to that in previous years. 

We are still however awaiting finalised guidance as to how this will be 
applied to CAA. 

 
4.5 Level One Projects – continued monitoring and review will be required 

of the current 12 high level strategic development projects linked to the 
Council Plan are in progress across the authority. These are owned 
and led by particular Service Groupings and progress against the 
relative work programmes and key achievements are reported quarterly 
to the CMT Improvement Clinic along with updating of the associated 
risk registers. The risk issues surrounding some of the projects are also 
sufficiently significant as to warrant their inclusion in the Corporate Risk 
Register. 
 

4.6 Corporate Manslaughter – The Corporate Manslaughter/Homicide Act 
2007 will come into effect on 6th April 2008. This will abolish the 
common law offence of gross negligence manslaughter and instead, 
make it possible for organisations to be found guilty of corporate 
manslaughter as a result of a gross breach of the general duty of care 
created by failure in the health and safety system involving senior 
management. Existing health and safety law will continue to apply 
alongside the new legislation.  

 



4.7 Whilst the new Act will have only limited implications for adjustments to 
good risk management practice, the Council’s Legal, Health and 
Safety, Internal Audit and Risk Management  services will be working 
together to provide guidance reports and raising awareness sessions 
for Members and the Management Teams of both the Council and its 
outsourced services.  
 

4.8 Stockton/Darlington Partnership – Building upon the close working 
relationships developed as part of the Stockton/Darlington partnership 
initiative on shared services, the two Councils have been exploring 
prospects of achieving worthwhile savings by the joint procurement of 
risk management and insurance services. A feasibility study and 
actuarial review have been undertaken to inform the decision making 
process and have clearly demonstrated that positive advantages are to 
be derived from adopting a consortia approach. These include 
achieving economies of scale, best value for both authorities, securing 
consortia discounts and providing a platform for further development of 
the collaborative working model in the future. Plans for the joint 
procurement exercise are to be progressed with a view to 
implementation in 2008/9. 
 

4.9 Other planned tasks for the year ahead include: 
 
• Further extending and embedding risk management into the school 

environment 
 

• Developing improved risk management performance indicators to 
measure the process and impact within the authority 

 
• Providing further elected member training to ensure that all 

members have completed an awareness session on risk 
management 

 
• Ongoing reviews of strategic and operational risks 

 
• Progressing work on the risk management e-learning initiative to 

help maintain core competency across the Council 
 

• Further enhancing the MKInsight software application  



 
 
5. UPDATE OF THE CORPORATE RISK REGISTER 

QUARTER 4 – MARCH 2008 
 
 
5.1 The Council’s practice of producing and regularly reviewing and 

updating the Corporate Risk Register is part of an ongoing process 
designed to identify and prioritise the risks to the achievement of the 
authority’s policies, aims and objectives. It evaluates the likelihood of 
those risks being realised, the impact should they occur, and records 
the measures in place to manage them efficiently, effectively and 
economically to minimise potential adverse outcomes. 

 
5.2 At the end of each quarter the Corporate Risk Register is refreshed and 

revised to ensure its continuing relevance to corporate objectives. The 
previous version of the register recorded the position as at 31st 
December 2007. All Service Groups have been contacted 
subsequently and from analysis of their returns, it has been determined 
that there has been no significant change to the authority’s risk profile 
over the months in question. More particularly, the amendments 
notified are confined to updates of the general management details and 
arrangements and no new risks have been added to the register; nor 
have any of the existing entries fallen below the threshold for corporate 
reporting. 

 
5.3 For the purposes of record, the minor changes of detail referred to 

above have been incorporated in the latest version of the Corporate 
Risk Register which is include at Appendix B of the report, but the 
content is otherwise unchanged from that issued at the end of the 
previous quarter. Accordingly, there are no significant changes to 
report at this stage. 

 
5.4 The updated version of the Risk Register will be made available in the 

Members’ Library and an electronic copy incorporating the supporting 
risk assessment details (accessed by double-clicking the embedded 
risk issue logo) is to be placed on the intranet (Toolkit/Risk 
Management and Insurance/Risk Management/Corporate Risk 
Register). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix A 

  
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

 
 
 
ALARM North East Risk Management Benchmarking Surveys: 
 
 
 
 

AUTHORITY -  (Type) Percentage 
Scores 

Ranking 

 2006/7 2007/8  
(A) - Unitary  87.97 89.10 1 
(B) - Unitary   87.97 89.10 2 
(C) - Unitary Stockton Borough Council 84.43 88.38 3 
(D) - Police  - 86.9 4 
(E) - Unitary - 85.02 5 
(F) - Unitary - 84.87 6 
(G) - Unitary 76.79 83.21 7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Customer satisfaction survey results: 
 
Satisfaction surveys are based on 18 questions with a range of scoring 
between 1 to 5, with 5 being “Excellent”, 3 “Met Demand” and 1 being “Poor”. 
 
 
 2003/04 2004/05 2005/06 2006/7 2007/8 
% less than 2.5 0 0 0 0 

Average 3.9 4.2 4 4.4 

Results not 
available until 
later in year 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



APPENDIX A 
Continued

 
Training Course Evaluations: 
 
As has been the practice in previous years, four corporate ‘Managing Risk and 
Opportunity’ one-day training events were offered during 2007/8. There is still 
room for improvement in the levels of attendance at these events and this is 
disappointing, particularly as responses from participants have been positive 
and generally favourable as regards the benefits derived from the training 
content. These are evidenced by the following extracts from the training 
evaluations: 
 
Course Objectives 
 
 Yes % No % 
Did you find the course enjoyable? 97 3 
Were the course objectives clearly set out? 100 - 
Do you think the objectives were achieved? 100 - 
 
Delivery of Training 
 
 Strongly agree   >   >   > Strongly disagree

       1               2               3               4 
Presentation was clear and 
understandable    %       68       22       10  

Resources were appropriate and 
comprehensive    %       55       39         6  

Training was delivered to an 
appropriate level    %       48       45         7  

Length of course was acceptable    %       55       39         3      3 
    <         93%      >   
 
 
 
 
Training Course Endorsements: 
 
 

o Interesting course with good reference to real situations 
 

o Effective training with good use of learning methods 
 

o Clearly described with good interactive elements. 
 

o Covered all areas needed to complete Risk Register for service 



Risk Issue Risk Type Risk 
Category

I = 5 I = 5

X X

L = 4 L = 4

= 20 = 20 High

http://sbcintranet/library/64521/73047/1100
26/122068/122070?view=Display1

I = 5 I = 5

X X

L = 4 L = 4

= 20 = 20 High

http://sbcintranet/library/64521/73047/1100
26/122068/122072?view=Display1

Professional
Managerial
Reputation
Financial         

Social           
Legal

Project Board established & meeting 
monthly. Project Team and its Task 
Groups meet regularly. Liaison with 
4P's and PfS is regular and robust. 

The programme is reviewed regularly 
against the set guidance and criteria 

laid down by the PfS. Processes 
developed to ensure progress is 

maintained.

Attempt to develop alternative options 
to those already published to try and 

find a compromise plan that will satisfy 
the current concerns. Lobby PfS, OSC 
and DCSF to seek variance to funding 
& development guidance. Continue to 
review progress and maintain target 

dates for key milestones

Stockton -on-Tees 
Borough Council

CESC 2 BSF Programme continuity/failure/late 
delivery

Corporate 1 Impact of an outbreak of pandemic 
influenza on business critical services 

provided by the Council

   CORPORATE RISK REGISTER 
  March 2008 - Quarter 4 update                                                          

RISK IDENTIFICATION & ASSESSMENT           RISK MANAGEMENT                   

Service Corp.
Risk No.

Business    
/ Service 
Objective

Officer Responsible
Previous 

Risk Score
Present Risk 

Score

Effectiveness
of  proposed

controls

Measures planned 
for next year Target Date

Impact Score  X   Likelihood Score  =  RISK Score
[ Risk Score: >20=Catastrophic, 16-20= High,  < 16 Medium, Low ] Measures already in place 

to control risk

Managerial
Reputaion

Environmental

 Current BCP arrangements 
corporately.

Involvement in LRP               
Anti-viral drugs being purchased by 

HM Government.
Temporary mortuary plan

CESC Flu Pandemic Plan ( in 
development )

CESC BCP to be  developed for 
consideration at SGMT             

Further development and 
enhancement of existing measures in 

conjunction with other Service 
Groupings, national and regional 

agencies

Ongoing RMP/TB

SfC 1 May-08       
SFC 2 Sep-08       

Programme 
completion 2012/13

Lionel Danby

APPENDIX B

Q4 Corporate Risk Register  Update 11.06.08   RIAF Links
Page 1 of 7 Risk Management and Insurance Section
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Risk Issue Risk Type Risk 
Category

Stockton -on-Tees 
Borough Council    CORPORATE RISK REGISTER 

  March 2008 - Quarter 4 update                                                          

RISK IDENTIFICATION & ASSESSMENT           RISK MANAGEMENT                   

Service Corp.
Risk No.

Business    
/ Service 
Objective

Officer Responsible
Previous 

Risk Score
Present Risk 

Score

Effectiveness
of  proposed

controls

Measures planned 
for next year Target Date

Impact Score  X   Likelihood Score  =  RISK Score
[ Risk Score: >20=Catastrophic, 16-20= High,  < 16 Medium, Low ] Measures already in place 

to control risk

APPENDIX B

I = 5 I = 5

X X

L = 4 L = 4

= 20 = 20 High

http://sbcintranet/library/64521/73047/1100
26/122068/122074?view=Display1

Nigel Laws, Tim Gibson, 
Louise McDonaldProfessional/ 

Managerial
Environmental

Reputation
Financial         

Legal           
Social 

Billingham - Individual Project 
Management meetings, Town Centre 
Steering Group meetings, meetings 
with preferred developer, Member 

and Billingham Partnership briefings 
are ongoing.

 Ongoing maintenance & monitoring 
at the Forum continues.

Project Team and Project Board 
established to drive scheme forward. 
Stockton - Consultants are employed 
to secure a deal for the purchase of 
this site within the timescales that 
exist. Officers have secured an "in 

principle" agreement with ONE for up 
to £8m funding to assist in the 

purchase of the site. Officers have 
also liaised with DfT on the 

submission and likelihood of approval 
for Local Transport Plan funding.  

Alternative viable options are being 
considered.                     

Billingham Town Centre - Continued 
discussions with owner / developer to 

take place
Billingham  Forum- Further capital 

monies for major maintenance work 
can be accessed from the Billingham 

Masterplan monies.                
Stockton - If a deal cannot be 

concluded within the timescales, 
potentially the Council would need to 
use CPO powers which will minimise 

impact and likelihood.              

DNS
RED 3 SIP 2.2 The Town centres of Billingham, Stockton 

are not regenerated

Billingam - BTC - The Council is unable to 
deliver a regeneration scheme, specifically 
the Council is unable to agree a preferred 
masterplan with the owners/ developers. 
Additionally a 'weakening' marketplace 
may result in a smaller &/or reduced 

quality scheme.
Billingham Forum - The Council is unable 
to deliver a regenerated building / facility 

due to non-viable scheme, lack of funding, 
listed building consent / planning consent 
issues. Additionally because of the age 

and state of repair of the building &/or bad 
weather elements early closure ( in part or 

full ) may occur.

Stockton - The Council is unable to 
redevelop the southern entrance to 

Stockton Town Centre and riverside in 
parnership with ONE

Q4 Corporate Risk Register  Update 11.06.08   RIAF Links
Page 2 of 7 Risk Management and Insurance Section

http://sbcintranet/library/64521/73047/110026/122068/122074?view=Display1�


Risk Issue Risk Type Risk 
Category

Stockton -on-Tees 
Borough Council    CORPORATE RISK REGISTER 
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RISK IDENTIFICATION & ASSESSMENT           RISK MANAGEMENT                   

Service Corp.
Risk No.

Business    
/ Service 
Objective

Officer Responsible
Previous 

Risk Score
Present Risk 

Score

Effectiveness
of  proposed

controls

Measures planned 
for next year Target Date

Impact Score  X   Likelihood Score  =  RISK Score
[ Risk Score: >20=Catastrophic, 16-20= High,  < 16 Medium, Low ] Measures already in place 

to control risk

APPENDIX B

I = 4 I = 4

X X

L = 4 L = 4

= 16 = 16 High

http://sbcintranet/library/64521/73047/1100
26/122068/122076?view=Display1

 June 2008 Sharon                  
ThomasProfessional/ 

Managerial
Environmental

Reputation
Financial

Housing Regeneration Steering 
Group 

Mandale / Hardwick and Parkfield 
Steering Groups

Marketing Campaign to boost sales

New Affordable Homeownership 
Team established to develop options 

to assist homeownership

Parkfield - Working with EP to develop 
JV model to get best value for Council 

out of the scheme
PR campaign to boost Sales

Mandale - Action plan and community / 
economic development work.
PR campaign to boost sales.

Hardwick PR campaign to boost sales
Regular Monitoring of school progress.

DNS
Housing 
Regen.

4 SIP 4.1 * Implement the masterplan for the 
Parkfield Housing Market Renewal area. - 

Failure to obtain sufficient funding / 
support to deliver the masterplan (to 

purchase both residential and commercial 
units), 

Credit crunch/housing market slump
* Deliver large scale housing regeneration 

in Mandale - 
Long term sustainability and the need to 

ensure the area continues to thrive and not
go into decline again.

Credit crunch / housing market slump

* Deliver large scale housing regeneration 
in  Hardwick  -

Credit crunch /housing market slump
Delay with completion of new primary 

school
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Service Corp.
Risk No.

Business    
/ Service 
Objective

Officer Responsible
Previous 

Risk Score
Present Risk 

Score

Effectiveness
of  proposed

controls

Measures planned 
for next year Target Date

Impact Score  X   Likelihood Score  =  RISK Score
[ Risk Score: >20=Catastrophic, 16-20= High,  < 16 Medium, Low ] Measures already in place 

to control risk

APPENDIX B

I = 4 I = 4

X X

L = 4 L = 4

= 16 = 16 High

http://sbcintranet/library/64521/73047/1100
26/122068/122078?view=Display1

I = 4 I = 4

X X

L = 4 L = 4

= 16 = 16 High

http://sbcintranet/library/64521/73047/
110026/122068/122080?view=Display

Social Economic Panels established for Childrens and 
Adults services
Eligibility criteria

Commissioning arrangements to 
increase specialist childrens services 

capacity ( e.g. fostering, adoption, 
low secure provision 0

Development of preventative 
services for older people ( e.g. 

intermediate care and more robust 
care management systems

Financial reporting
Actions within SIPs & BUPs

All within existing CYPP, Adult 
Strategy ( draft) and DIS/APA -

Development of low secure provision
Expansion of fostering and adoption 

services including review of payments 
to foster carers

Some financial contingency planning 
built into MTFP

Review of FACS criteria for adults
Review activity trends as part of 

performance clinic approach.

Workforce planning following Children 
Bill and 2 our health, our care, our say 

"

CESC
Children & 

Adult 
Strategy

6 Demographic changes and demand for 
Services - Growing over 85s and more 
children with complex needs and the 

subsequent increase in demand levels for 
Services

Monthly

as per Project Plan

Peter Seller/Ruth Hill and 
appropriate 3rd tier 

Managers

Elaine Wyllie and Chris 
Binns for Adults

Khalid Azam for children

RPSGMT

CMT/SGMT

DNS
RED 5 RED

2007-8/1
A Grade 2* listed Building ( Brunswick 

Chapel) located on Dovecot St. has been 
deemed structurally unstable, and we, as 
a Council have a statutory obligation to 

look after listed buildings

February 2008

Review Date 
June 2008

Nigel Laws / Fiona Short
Professional/ 
Managerial

Environmental
Reputation
Financial

Stockton Council served a notice 
under the Dangerous structures Act, 
and also has the power to serve an 

urgent Works Notice through the 
planning Act to the owner.

If the owner was not prepared to, or 
financially could not carry out the 

works required the onus would fall on 
Stockton Council to implement the 

works.
The highways have closed off in the 

neighbouring streets to make the 
public highway safe.

Engineers ( Stockton Council, 
owners,and English Heritage) have 
designed a solution to support the 

building externally to make it safe to 
the public, and they are out to tender 

at present with appointment of 
contractors imminient. Once works 
have been completed the building 
would be secure from immediate 
collapse, however will continue to 

deteriorate without further 
intervention/repair.

Currently got listed building consent 
for demolition of the roof and erection 

of a structural scaffolding. The 
owner's engineer has out to tender 

works to put the scaffolding in place.

Stockton Council is currently working 
with the existing owner to find new 

premises.Stockton Council is looking 
for a Building Preservation Trust or 
Community Group to take over the 
building, and to apply for funding to 

carry out the repair works  and  find a 
sustainable viable new use for the 

building..
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Service Corp.
Risk No.

Business    
/ Service 
Objective

Officer Responsible
Previous 

Risk Score
Present Risk 

Score

Effectiveness
of  proposed

controls

Measures planned 
for next year Target Date

Impact Score  X   Likelihood Score  =  RISK Score
[ Risk Score: >20=Catastrophic, 16-20= High,  < 16 Medium, Low ] Measures already in place 

to control risk

APPENDIX B

I = 4 I = 4
X X

L = 4 L = 4

= 16 = 16 High

http://sbcintranet/library/64521/73047/
110026/122068/122082?view=Display

I = 4 I = 4

X X

L = 4 L = 4

= 16 = 16 High

http://sbcintranet/library/64521/73047/
110026/122068/122084?view=Display

CESC
Health & 

Social Care

7 Backlog of clients awaiting assessment for 
equipment & adaptations

Mansagerial/
Reputation

OT action plan in place for 2007/08 
and being managed monthly by OT 
management team & performance 

advisers

Best practice in management of 
equipment adaptations

Monthly inspection of preeformance
Review progress as part of 

performance clinic approach.
Contractual reviews with 3rd party 

suppliers
2007/08 Improvement Action Plan in 

place
PACE training being investigated to 

increase capacity for Social workers to 
undertake more equipment 

assessments and reduce referrals to 
Ots

On Going GS/DS
IA

RP/SGMT

Professional/ 
Managerial.      

Legal.          
Financial  

Reputational

Industrial 
Relations        

Negotiated settlement achieved in 
relation to 'at risk' groups. 
Consultation on Single Status 
agreement completed using Single 
Table Bargaining Process Craft 
Workers settlement agreed.
The council remains vulnerable to 
potential tribunal claims once the 
Single Status agreement has been 
implemented in relation top equal 
value claims from former APT&C 
colleagues

Implementation of Single Staus 
Agreement resulting in 'Equality Proof ' 
pay & grading structure. Completion of 
JE appeals process. Strict controls on 

changes in jobs ( Honoraria and re-
grades )

Resources    8 Equal Pay Claim

Denise McGuire

Head of Legal Services

March 09

Review Sept. 08
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Service Corp.
Risk No.

Business    
/ Service 
Objective

Officer Responsible
Previous 

Risk Score
Present Risk 

Score

Effectiveness
of  proposed

controls

Measures planned 
for next year Target Date

Impact Score  X   Likelihood Score  =  RISK Score
[ Risk Score: >20=Catastrophic, 16-20= High,  < 16 Medium, Low ] Measures already in place 

to control risk

APPENDIX B

I = 4 I = 4

X X
L = 4 L = 4

= 16 = 16 High

http://sbcintranet/library/64521/73047/
110026/122068/122086?view=Display

I = 4 I = 4

X X
L = 4 L = 4

= 16 = 16 High
http://sbcintranet/library/64521/73047/
110026/122068/122088?view=Display

Resources   
(HR)

Resources   
(HR) 10

9 People Creation of an absence management team to 
provide: 
* Performance monitoring on a monthly basis 
between HR and Managers/CMT
* Provide information with regard to notifiable 
absences to HR/Advisory/Occ Health and 
managers
* Revised processes and procedures including 
triggers of 3 occasions and/or 10 days 
absence.
* Notify Managers of these triggered absences 
on the first day of that trigger.
* Provide immediate input to the computerised 
payroll system of absence to ensure correct 
pay and  eliminate overpayments.
* Training and awareness for all 
managers/supervisors

Denise McGuire

31.03.09
Review July 2008

Julia Spittle

Health and sickness absence

Professional/ 
Managerial.      

Legal.          
Financial         
People          

Single Table Bargaining process used to come 
to Single Status Agreement. Appeals process 
developed

Implementation of single staus agreement.
Job evaluation team put in place. Processing of 

appeals against Job bEvaluation Scores.
Completion of outstanding issues around terms 

and conditions for employees with special 
circumstances.

Single Status

March 09 
Review Sept 09

Review impact of performance monitoring of 
new procedures.

Comlete Final Rollout to schools

Develop a health and Wellbeing Strategy. 
Continue to monitor accuracy of sickness input. 

Target extra resources at reducing high 
sickness absence in areas such as Musculo 
Skeletal, work related stress and long term 

sickness. Continue to provide managers with 
timely information relating to sickness
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Service Corp.
Risk No.

Business    
/ Service 
Objective

Officer Responsible
Previous 

Risk Score
Present Risk 

Score

Effectiveness
of  proposed

controls

Measures planned 
for next year Target Date

Impact Score  X   Likelihood Score  =  RISK Score
[ Risk Score: >20=Catastrophic, 16-20= High,  < 16 Medium, Low ] Measures already in place 

to control risk

APPENDIX B

I = 4 I = 4

X X
L = 4 L = 4

= 16 = 16 High

http://sbcintranet/library/64521/73047/
110026/122068/122090?view=Display

I = 4 I = 4

X X

L = 4 L = 4

http://sbcintranet/library/64521/73047/
110026/122068/122170?view=Display
http://sbcintranet/library/64521/73047/
110026/122068/122168?view=Display

Sue Reay

Professional/ 
Managerial.      

Legal.          
Financial  

Reputational      

Implementation of Stockton/Darlington  
Partnership

Resources 
(HR) 11 Failure to ensure that the right calibre of staff 

at the right costs are attracted and retained

Resources
SIP 12

Ongoing

March 09 

Review Sept 08

Full details included in Programme Risk 
Register but these include :
Project structure in place.
Partnership manager now in place.
Consuultation undertaken with Xentrall staff - 
Change Readiness Assessment

Transition plans have been developed and are 
being implemented.
Accommodation is back on track with revised 
completion dates, therefore risk is now 
reduced.

Consultation to be undertaken with all 
customers to understand perception of existing 
services. Detailed transition planning document 
. Baseline existing performance and establish 

Partnership Balanced scorecard . Identify 
alternative interim options for accommodation. 
Performance Management arrangements to be 

finaliseed within the structure of Xentrall and 
within Resources.

Ensure smooth transfer of employees on live 
date 1st May.

Continue to monitor impact prior to co-location 
of employees.

Develop effective governance arrangements for 
engagement with the two Councils, especially 

for ICT.

Deliver new training package for 
Recruitment and Selection. Actions from 

2009/11 Service Improvement Plan 
including : Development of Leadership 

Programme ; Review of senior 
organisational structure ; Development of 
Total Reward Package ; Introduction of 

Management Development Plan ; 
Succession planning Policy : Strategy to 

recruit from 'hard to reach groups' 

March 09
Review Sept 08 

Professional/ 
Managerial.      

Financial         
People          

Review of employment packages and 
strategies in skill shortage areas.
HR strategy out to consultation.
Support of work / life balance.
Introduction of a specialist recruitment 
bureau using PSE to provide a consistent, 
professional recruitment and selection 
service. By using specialist software and 
the development of candidate databases 
creating an efficent streamlined 
recruitment process .. Now completed

Julia Spittle
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